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chapter 1
the expectation of a party, more perfect than the
thing itself, the music room was alive with it. All day the bell
had been ringing and boys from the vintners coming in with
boxes of wine and canary and stacking them noisily on the sideboard. All day the housemaid had been on her knees at the
fireplace until the orbs of the fire-dogs reflected the whole room
in queasy miniature: the table cluttered with silver boxes, Mrs
Liddell’s embroidered scene of cupid and the Dean’s chair,
sagging with scholarship and commandeered from his study for
the evening.
On the sideboard sat a large bowl of fruit punch bowl, the
rafts of cut oranges and lemons half-submerged. Next to it a
cold collation: a tart of ox’s tongues which rippled out like a
choppy pink sea, a minaret of stuffed larks in cases and three
trembling turrets of prawns in aspic.
From above: footsteps. Across the ceiling and down the stairs
they came. As the door opened the candles juddered in their
sconces and the ivy on the wallpaper swayed on its stems. A
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woman entered, pushing three girls in front of her, she dressed
in black, they in white and each carrying a basket of posies.
“We are in a jungle, look how the wallpaper moves!” said
Alice.
“What, in England?” the governess said. “And anyway, your
mother’s party is as far away from a jungle as I could imagine.
Do not touch anything,” Mary carried on her instructions from
upstairs. “Do not touch, do not rub your dresses. Hands by your
sides. Do not fiddle! Especially with your hair. Only speak when
you are spoken to. Look pleasant. Be polite.”
The three girls shuffled into place in front of her, three heads
in descending order of size. Ina, who was thirteen, was the prettiest; her straight hair had been curled and held back with violet
ribbons. Alice, who was ten, had a blunt fringe and a white
pencil line parting drawn down the middle of her head – no
ribbons at all – too plain in Mary’s opinion. Edith, the youngest
at nine years old, had red curly hair that reached to her shoulders. Mary reached down and tucked a lock of it behind Edith’s
ears; she was shy, she must not hide behind it.
Mary had brushed her own hair until the blood had drained
away from her wrists, and her hair spread out down her back in
a shining mass. Then she had gathered it up into a thick tail and
wound it into a coil. Her mouth in the looking glass was full of
pins. She had pinned it up into a bun, then more pins round the
edge so that no strands would fall loose. Larger pins in the
middle to keep it secure. Clips everywhere else for control and
tightness. And for her cheeks a pinch, hard enough to bring tears
to her eyes.
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The fire snapped and spat and pushed out a smell of cloves
and smoke. The collar of Mary’s new dress was already rubbing.
She bent her neck the opposite way to try to relieve the pressure
but the collar was too tight.
The door flung open again with an exhalation and the children’s mother entered in a blaze of crimson: rubies scattered in
her hair, diamonds piled round her neck, the points of light from
the room reflected in them all.
“My darlings, my dear ones, you all look divine!” Mrs
Liddell pressed her gloves to her bare chest. “How proud I am.
Now you will all be quite quite good, won’t you, for me, for
your mamma. Oh Miss Prickett please don’t stand by the cold
collation, it is not a good backdrop for the children. Too much
pink. Stand by the chest.”
Mary blushed. “Yes Ma’am.” The children’s bones, under the
stiff material of their dresses, felt frail, like birds’.
“The first guests are approaching, I heard their carriage,”
said Dean Liddell, coming in, brushing off his sleeve. “I had
banked on a few more moments’ peace.” He took up position
just behind his wife, the long fingers which extended from the
sleeves of his dinner jacket rubbing against each other irritably.
The doorbell rang. Mary breathed in against her corset, her
ribs grating against the whalebone struts. Now it would begin,
thought Mary. Her life.
“Mr and Mrs Farquar,” rang out the butler’s voice.
Her life up until this moment had not been what Mary
expected, or had been led to believe to expect from her books.
But now she had been taken on as the governess to the most
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important family in Oxford, (she said the words to herself in
italics) it must begin to take on a weight and a motion. A velocity. And this party was the first sign of it.
The diamonds that hung beneath Mrs Farquar’s ears were
heavy enough to draw lines in her earlobes. Mr Farquar was as
tight in his jacket as a fat beetle in its shell.
Mary would meet a different sort of person now, maybe even
here. She may (she had thought of it all through the preceding
night as she fell asleep in her unfamiliar bed) find herself
exchanging some brief but deeply felt words. She might even
leave an impression, now that she was here. She who had spun
through life like a burr looking to hook its edges in.
It happened in literature, it could happen in life.
And, of course: the Queen. Someone from a fairy tale. She
was the reason for all of this.
And Mary: plain, poor, obscure and little, tonight was to
breathe the very same air as the Queen and her consort, come to
visit the Prince of Wales, who was matriculating at Christ
Church.
In the music room looking glass Mary saw that, in spite of
her efforts, her face proffered out of her collar like a dish of pork
and potatoes. Her mouth was too big, looming above her high
black ruffle. Mary pursed her lips to try and compress them into
a rosebud. But she looked horrible, aggrieved, and she let her
lips go slack. Mary was always being asked what the matter was,
and had concluded the problem lay in the shape of her lips when
in repose.
The doorbell rang again and again. Nobody wanted to be
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early, nobody wanted to be late, so as a result they all arrived
together. Soon the music room was crammed with people. They
stood or sat, with flushed cheeks and brightly coloured dresses:
carmine, turquoise, and vermillion silks. Cigar smoke floated
above them all in an acrid sea. Mary and the children found
themselves pressed back more and more on the tea chest.
“Dear me, have you moved from this spot yet? I thought not!
Circulate please Miss Prickett. I want my children seen,” said
Mrs Liddell.
Mary blushed again. She pushed the children forward a step.
But if there was someone to circulate towards. Out of all of them
she recognised only old Lady Tetbury who still wore her spaniel
curls though the fashion for them had long died out and the Vice
Chancellor, Mr Arundell, with his beard that projected from his
chin as a solid thing. Neither of them were approachable, either
for her or the children.
Mary turned and steered them all towards the middle of the
crowd. She may find someone in there, in the hubbub, the hoots
of laughter, the glint and the glare. Because governesses married,
all the time. Just because she had been taken on in this capacity
did not mean she could not find a position in another. In fact
Mary thought it more likely that she would find a husband now
she was a governess to the Liddells than she would have sitting
at home. She was twenty-eight years old now, she had done all
the sitting at home she could manage.
Circulate, Mrs Liddell had said, as if they were all air and
could easily pass through this mass of human bodies, with their
chattering mouths and their smell of violets and sweat. She
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gripped the children by the shoulders and pushed them in front
of her, heading for the middle of the room.
Ina twisted her head back: “Where are we going?”
Mary gestured with her head to the centre of the room. “We
must find someone.”
“Who?”
“Someone to talk to. Someone to receive your posies.”
Mary’s throat was dry. A servant appeared from somewhere
with a tray of Madeira. A small glass of sherry would soothe it.
Mary gulped it down and replaced the glass on the tray with a
clatter that was lost in the noise of the room.
Mary squeezed her way through the crowd, turning sideways,
pushing the children ahead. A handsome woman turned her face
towards her, thin red veins criss-crossed the sides of her nostrils.
“How nice to see you. Are you well?”
Mary blushed. “Yes, thank you.”
“I saw your father the other day. He tells me your mother is
sick, I was sorry to hear it.”
Her mother was not sick. Even if she were, her father, a
steward at Trinity College, would never be friends with this
woman, with her emeralds clustered round her neck. A burst of
heat erupted over Mary’s face.
“Oh,” said the lady. She had noticed the children around
Mary’s skirts, then she took in the plain black dress and the
collar that bristled at Mary’s chin, and her hair, not ringleted,
not jewelled.
All the pleasantness drained from her face. “Excuse me, I
mistook you.”
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The V of the woman’s back that was revealed by her dress
contained two large flat moles. There was another tray to her
left, on the table. Mary grabbed a glass from it. Above her head
the glass points of the chandeliers were polished to a dagger’s
point. A halo of pain throbbed above her eyebrows. She ought
not to have pulled her hair so tight.
There was always adversity in the opening chapter. It would
not make sense otherwise.
Mary put on her smile again. She must find somebody standing on their own, who looked interesting, at least to have some
destination. She could perhaps catch their eye and smile, then
come to rest quite naturally nearby.
But the children were already talking to somebody, a man,
although he was not the destination she had had in mind. This
man was slight and lopsided and his skin was as smooth as a
child’s. His hair was long and lacquered, Mary could smell the
sweetness of it. It ran smoothly over his head until it reached his
ears, where it bubbled out like water over rocks.
“I have no recollection of saying such a thing!” Alice was
saying to him.
“Well, if it was not you then it must have been the cat who
said it, although I have not yet heard a cat talk, it does not mean
that they reliably cannot I suppose.” He turned and put out his
hand to Mary. “You must be the new governess; Miss Prickett is
it?”
His fingers were dry and smooth, but they had a surprising
grip. Mary was about to say, yes, and add something else that
she had not yet thought of, but just then the noise in the room
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dropped away, as if off a cliff, and everyone turned towards the
door.
Two men backed into the room dressed in crimson robes with
the white fur of three or four small animals lining the collars,
and two others, in three-quarter length silver coats, also with
their backs to the party and bowing deeply. Next someone who
could be a footman, in a jacket ribbed with gold and festooned
with a complicated system of buttons, drawn up to his full
height. “Her Majesty the Queen, Prince Albert and the Prince of
Wales!” he cried, and in they swept, surrounded by ladies-inwaiting, the Queen smiling pleasantly.
Mary had stopped breathing. She could not make them out
properly amongst the jostling; she fully expected them to be
magnificent. But Alice’s friend bent down and said to her:
“I must say I didn’t expect the Queen to be so short. She may
even (he framed the word with a certain relish) be called
dumpy.”
Mary stared. No one could ever have suspected this odd man
had just made such a remark, he was smiling pleasantly just like
everyone else, even standing on his toes for a better view. The
Queen and the Prince of Wales were slowly moving through the
room.
Alice said, quite loudly: “She does not look how a Queen
ought to look at all. And I have been so looking forward to
meeting her.”
“Be quiet!” said Mary.
The man whispered: “But one must never judge by appearances. The Queen is the most powerful person in the world,
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despite what she looks like. Did you know she could have any
one of those courtiers’ heads off whenever she pleases?”
“Whenever she pleases, Mr Dodgson?” said Alice.
“If she doesn’t like the look of them at breakfast, their heads
will be off by dinner.”
Mr Dodgson was the name of him then. Mary would not
forget it.
“Oh good,” said Alice.
Mary shifted again. She had collected stamps when she was
a child, had pasted Queen Victoria’s ageless profile into her book
every week. Mary did not want to hear this man talking, whose
eyelashes were only just darker than his lids, whose left eyelid
drooped, whose lips were too pale and too smooth and uneven,
with one corner hitched higher than the other. And he was thin,
excessively so, and his shoulders had something irregular about
them too, so that the whole impression of him was uncomfortably asymmetrical.
Where was the royal party? She strained to see over the rows
of heads. They had stopped to admire the tableaux vivant. A
child was feigning sleep on a day-bed, a string of pearls round
her neck, her hair spread carefully over a cushion. The Prince,
played by a child of about eight, was in the act of surprising the
young Princess with a kiss, down on one knee, a cape thrown
over his shoulder.
“We did so enjoy Sleeping Beauty when we were young,” said
the Queen. Her voice was thin and sharp and cut through the
cigar smoke.
The royal party moved off to sit on the three golden chairs
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that had been placed at the top of the room for them and gradually the party resumed its chatter. But Mr Dodgson stood still
with his hands folded in front of him as if to protect himself. “I
must try to gain access to the Prince, I think Lord Equerry will
be willing to introduce me.” Mr Dodgson stood for a few
moments, neatly contained in the riot of the room.
Mary looked at him in surprise. Perhaps he worked at the
college, in some junior position, and was desperately trying to
improve himself.
She moved to go, to find someone more suitable, but as she
stepped forward she found herself pressed in by a group of men
discussing the theories of Mr Darwin, the Dean among them.
“My part in the Science Museum has finished now that it is
built,” said one, with a riot of hair that curled out from his
temples and reached in one unbroken mass all the way to below
his chin. In the middle of it his lips were a pair of small red cherries. “I can have nothing to do with what goes on in it. I abhor
that Mr Huxley. Quite like a monkey himself. I am lucky enough
to be able to perceive God in Nature – a rare gift and one that
I am grateful for. Every part of a cliff or cave, or a falcon for
that matter, thrills me. Mr Darwin sees in nature a seething
Godless struggle.”
The Dean studied his glass. “His idea of Nature, it seems to
me, is that She selects only for that of the being which she tends,
whereas Man selects only for his own good. In that respect at
least Nature may be allied to a benevolent higher power, for
although her means of selection can be ruthless, the ends
towards which she works are nothing short of a better planet.”
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“My dear Henry, an elegant theory,” said the man, who,
Mary realised, was probably Mr Ruskin. “It sees the good in
everything – as you do. But natural selection is clearly an absurdity.” Mr Ruskin smiled and separating his hands with a broad
gesture. “What would the human race resemble if blushing
young maidens had held predilection for blue noses when selecting their mates? Your party would look very different. You are
lucky though, under Darwin’s terms you are successful. Five children, attractive ones.” He grabbed onto Alice’s hand with one of
his own, his port jostling darkly in the other. “Is there a more
perfect expression of vitality and beauty in all the world?”
That Mary could be related to an ape, even distantly, was
repellent. Living in the jungle, doing exactly as they pleased. No
morals, fornicating and hooting and killing. Careering about
naked and free, no work, no need for work, feasting of fruits of
the forest. Mary closed her eyes. She felt hot, dizzy even. Mary
had seen a chimpanzee at London zoo once, a few years ago. It
had been, as the pictures showed, all over hair, except for its
black face and broad nose and lips that seemed to be another
appendage. It had been eating a banana in a desultory way,
squatting on a branch, haunches spread apart. With no change
of expression, the chimpanzee had slowly defecated, reaching
round with its other hand to catch it. Then it had sauntered off,
(Mary thought she had caught glee on the creature’s face at the
gasps and shrieks it had engendered) still holding the sausagelike form in its hand, to store it somewhere Mary supposed, it
looked as if it had an aim in mind.
No, Man, this – Mary opened her eyes – civilisation at its
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peak, could not have come from that.
Mr Ruskin had caught Alice awkwardly round the knuckles,
the tips of her fingers were turning red in his fist.
“Perhaps you would like a posie?” Alice said, putting her
basket between them.
“A posie!” said Mr Ruskin. He laughed. “Yes. Yes I will, I
will fly in the face of convention – who could not accept such an
offering from such a child?” He reached into Alice’s basket and
plucked a bunch of lavender out then he swooped down and
pressed his lips onto the top of Alice’s head.
“And here is another man with no progeny,” said Mr Ruskin
looking up again. “And happier for it, I dare say. Good Evening
Mr Dodgson.”
“I have all I need in the progeny of others,” said Mr Dodgson
said, drawing himself up, making himself taller and thinner, if
that were possible.
“And what do you think of Mr Darwin’s theories?” said Mr
Ruskin. “Are we to be ape men?”
He grinned and leaned towards Mr Dodgson, to the other
man’s visible distaste. Mary could see a speckle of Mr Ruskin’s
white saliva lay glistening on the shoulder of Mr Dodgson’s coat,
where it bubbled disconsolately for a moment before melting
away.
“Perhaps you have seen my photograph,” said Mr Dodgson.
“The skeletons of humans and apes. They are very similar.”
Mr Ruskin spread his fingers and said: “Ah, so you are-“
Mr Dodgson cut him off with a prim turn of his mouth: “And
yet of course, completely dee-dee-dee-different.”
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Mr Ruskin grunted and turned away. As he did so, his elbow
knocked against Mary and tipped her towards Mr Dodgson.
Mary tried to step back but lost her balance, enough for the wine
in her glass to splash out and down onto the back of Alice’s
white dress, where it quickly bloomed into a red stain.
But nobody had noticed. Not Mr Dodgson, not Alice, not
Mrs Liddell.
Mary’s head was heavy and hot. Her feet throbbed in time to
the pulse behind her ears.
“Good evening Mrs Liddell,” said Mr Dodgson. “What a
party you have given. It will go down in the history books.”
Mrs Liddell laughed, showing her small white teeth. “I doubt
that. History books are for the doings of men. But thank you,
Mr Dodgson, all the same. Dearest Edith, go to Mrs Cornelius
and her daughters, say hello. I have told them you will be
coming.”
The skin behind Edith’s freckles turned red. “Must I?”
“Yes dear, you must. Alice, please thank Mr Ruskin for your
drawing lesson – he does it only out of the goodness of his heart
and I think you have seen him this evening without thanking
him. Ina, no one has yet presented Her Majesty with a posie. Her
Lady-in-Waiting has indicated that the Queen may accept it.”
Mary stood waiting for her own instructions. “And I will circulate,” she said.
Mrs Liddell turned to her in surprise.
“With the children,” Mary added, her cheeks hot.
“The children have destinations, as I have just said. But when
they return you may take them upstairs to bed.”
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The party was still exhaling gusts of laughter as Mary lay
upstairs in her bedroom. Her head was spinning. She put a hand
on her forehead – burning, as she thought. It was all the excitement most likely, or perhaps she had a fever.
Thoughts hit the inside edges of Mary’s skull with a heavy
brightness. The Queen, but even as she saw her again in all her
power the word dumpy sprinted across the upper part of her
forehead. Mary closed her eyes and faces immediately came
bursting through the darkness. The Queen’s soft jowls, so shockingly familiar, Mrs Liddell’s mass of dark hair, Mr Dodgson’s
uneven smile, Alice’s eyes beneath her fringe. All began to jiggle
up and down and then follow each other in a figure of eight.
Ah well, plenty more chances.
As Mary began to review it to herself she told herself that the
party had, in fact, gone very well. She had not made a fool of
herself. She had not lost control of the children. And most
importantly, she had been there.
“A terrible crush in here,” said Mr Dodgson, as the whole
room seemed to shrink.
The mouths, the moustaches, the pinked cheeks.
The tea-chest pressed in against her calves, the ceiling down
on her head.
My life has begun, my life has begun my life.
The party spooled away in circles, away and away until Mary
stopped remembering the various elements of it and only felt the
rhythm of the unravelling. And then Mary slept, and had some
memory, in the morning, of snoring.
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